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Abstract
Analysing unknown source code to comprehend it is quite hard and expensive task. Therefore, the
Program Comprehension (PC) subject has always been an area of interest as it helps to realize how
a program works by identifying the code that implements each functionality. This means being able
to map the problem domain with the program domain. PC is a complex area, but its importance for
programmers is so high that many approaches and tools were proposed along the last two decades.
Program Animation is one of those approaches requiring specialized techniques.
For each programming language, there are already tools that enable us to execute a program
step by step, visualize its execution path, observe the effect of each instruction on its data structures,
and inspect the value of its variables at any point.
In the present context, we sustain the idea that PC techniques and tools can also be of great value
for students taking the first steps in programming using a specific language. To this end, we aim to
improve Python Tutor, a well-known program visualization tool, with graph-based representations
of source code such as Control Flow Graph (CFG), Data Flow Graph (DFG), Function Call Graph
(FCG) and System Control Graph (SCG).
This helps novice programmers to understand the source code analyzing not only the variable
contents but also a set of automatically generated graph-based visualizations, that were not included
in Python Tutor so far. This will allow the students to be focused on certain aspects of the program
(depending on the graph), abstracting others such as details of its syntax.
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1 Introduction
There’s along the web many tutorials on programming and several learning methodologies
but the majority of them uses the same formula [4]: start with the explanation of a set of
examples and propose some similar exercises that train the students to write similar code to
solve them. To fully understand a programming language, it is not enough to read the code
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of programs written in that language, it is also necessary to comprehend how the computer
behaves when executing the programs code. For each piece of code, the student shall be able
to build a full map between the program domain and the problem domain.
Usually it is hard to understand his own code, even to a software engineer that has to
maintain third-part code he never saw before, the task is much harder. The average developer
spends about 60% to 90% of his time understanding code previously developed; these figures
are not changing over time [19].
With this in mind, this paper describes and discusses the integration into Python Tutor
of a new tool for automatic generation of graph-based visualizations to turn ease the task of
program comprehension. As said in [7], the best way to understand programs is by giving
programs another aspect than that of their source code. This new feature works as Python
Tutor plugin and it analyses the input code and produces several types of complementary
graphs depending on the user desires. As the program comprehension task is also very
relevant for the beginners wishing to understand how a given program works and how it
solves a given problem, we believe that Python Tutor improved with our plug-in will be very
useful to help programming students.
The paper has 5 sections after that. The state of the art on program animation appears in
Section 2. Section 3 discusses how graph-based visualizations can be included in an Animator
adding actual value to it. Section 4 exhibits the architecture to build the new tool and
discusses how it can be developed and integrated into the host tool. Section 5 illustrates
the final system built and describes a experiment conducted to assess the value added by
the visualizations provided. Section 6 closes the paper and points out some directions for
future research.
2 Program Visualization and Animation
Think-aloud protocol [22] is a method where a person verbalize his thoughts and it can be
used not only to improve self−understanding and reasoning but also to explain the cognitive
process to others. That’s why is so important to produce documentation when developing
software. The use of this method also allows realizing that the thoughts of a developer differ
according to the familiarity of a program’s domains [17]. With this in mind, it was derived two
concepts of comprehension models, the top-down comprehension model and the bottom-up
comprehension models. The top-down approach is used when the programmer is familiar
with the program he’s trying to understand. He starts by creating a general hypotheses
about the program goal and how it is achieved by using his previous knowledge about the
program. This is called the expectation-based comprehension, where the programmer has
pre-generated expectations of the code’s meaning [13]. After creating his hypotheses, the
developer starts searching in the code for algorithms/structures that he can link to his theory
and refines his hypotheses as he does that [6]. This is the inference-based comprehension [13].
If the programmer has no previous knowledge about a program, he has to analyze line by
line to create a hypothesis about the program purpose. In this method, the developer starts
aggregating functions by their goals. What usually happens is that developers end by using
an integrated model [11] where they use top-down approach when possible and bottom-up
when necessary.
Although the way of coding varies from person to person, follow a guide of good practices
in programming (i.e. appropriate variable names and indentation rules [18]) can lead to an
uniformed structure that makes program comprehension easier. A different form of coding can
really slow down the comprehension of a program for the most experienced programmer [20].
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Nowadays, there’s even more factors that can affect program comprehension. For example, a
simple color schema, available in syntax-oriented text editor/IDE, helps the programmers
comprehending a program [16].
Newer studies have their focus not only on source code comprehension, but also on the
comprehension of structures, hierarchies and architecture of the program as well on the
relations between components [19].
Software visualization is the process of giving a visual representation of a program. It
takes the information that is presented in the source code and converts it to a graphical
representation with the goal of improving the comprehension of that program. Although a
visual image can help to understand a program, it’s not that simple since a basic program can
have multiple representations. The best one will depend on the task to be performed and what
the developer wants to know. This also means that each representation has to be thought
for specific tasks and a good portray of the system is imperative for it to be helpful. Simply
repackaging massive textual information into a massive graphical representation is not helpful,
so a linear translation is not ideal since experts want to see software visualised in context –
not just what the code does, but what it means [14]. The visual representation of a program
can be focused in some aspects of the program and it can have different levels of abstraction.
This can also solve scalability problems because the visualization of big programs at once it
will not be a good help. So, the visualization tool must allow an high level of interactivity
to go one step at a time, filter the information, to establish the data that is wanted, to
define the level of abstraction and zoom facilities [8]. Graphically these representations can
be based on diagrams, maps, icons, graphs and specific drawings. Some examples are the
Nassi-Shneiderman diagram used to represent a control-flow of a program [12]; Space-filling
(like tree maps or sunburts) allows to visualize in a very compressed way code metrics and
statistics [5]; Graphs are the most common representation and consists of nodes and arcs
where the nodes represent blocks of code and the arcs its flow [10].
In terms of functionality, there are two types of visualizations: static and dynamic [10].
A static representation can be seen as a simple image of the program, it doesn’t change over
time and it’s based on static information. Dynamic representations shows the information
that changes as the program is executed. A good example of an animated visualization tool is
Python Tutor. Python Tutor is an animation web tool that intends to help new programmers
to understand programs and currently supports some of the most popular languages at the
moment like Python, Java, C, C++, JavaScript, TypeScript and Ruby [15].
An interactive step by step presentation that shows what is really happening behind
every line of code during an execution instance (dynamic visualization) is the main feature
of Python Tutor. This allows the user to keep up with the modifications of values that each
variable suffers as each line of code is executed. The user has total control of this presentation
as he can choose if he wants to go to the next or previous step. Global variables are kept in
a global frame and then local variables just appear during the function execution.
Tools that produce static visualizations of source code are more usually found. AgileJ
StructuredViews [1] is a plugin for eclipse that generates UML class diagrams from the
source code. Since UML is a language used to structure software projects that is easy to
understand, it can be used to explain to the developers and even to the client. Moreover
it creates an easy to read and updated representation of the code. Sourcetrail [3] is a tool
that can be connected to an IDE or a text editor that displays an interactive dependency
graph and a search bar to search functions, classes or variables. Its interactivity allows the
user to see both an overview of the program and the dependencies between classes, methods
and variables. CodeSonar [2] offers a visualization software that shows an interactive call
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Figure 1 Python Tutor visualization.
graph where it is possible to see the directories, files and functions rearranged hierarchically.
It allows the user to choose which metrics he wants to be displayed in the graph as well
compare functions/files based on that metrics.
3 Improving Python Tutor with graph-based visualizations
The main idea is to improve the platform Python Tutor by incorporating new features to it.
The objective is an interactive tool where the user can select what kind of graph he wants to
see in order of being able to analyze visually the flow of code or data dependencies in a part
of his code which execution is being animated. Three types of graphs are proposed:
Control Flow Graph (CFG): It is a representation of all paths (sequences of instructions)
that might be traversed during the execution of a given program; each node represents a
basic block of code (a sequence of instructions without alternatives, with just one input
and one output). By observing a control flow graph we can see to where the values go
and from where they came. It is a very useful graph to realize the dependencies that exist
in the program and which statements are influenced by others. For instance, a statement
B is control dependent on a statement A if B execution depends of the A outcome [23].
Data Flow Graph (DFG): In this graph there are two types of nodes where one represents
the values/variables and other the operators [21]. This graph allows the user to observe
all operations that any variable suffers in its lifetime and in this way understand the
existing data dependencies. For instance, it is said that B is data dependent on A when
A value is used to compute B. This class of graphs is usually more difficult to understand
because they tend to represent a lot of information. Besides that, it is not so linear to
read as a CFG for example.
Function Call Graph (FCG): This class of graphs displays the relationships between a
function and the functions it calls [9]. On one hand, FCG is useful to understand the
functions necessary to execute a function, and this is crucial to local errors and change
points. On the other hand, it allows the user to identify the most used functions and
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Figure 2 System Workflow.
the ones that are not being used at all. This information is extracted from the program
static analysis and knowing which functions are most called can be useful to improve
the program performance, since improving these functions will affect a big part of the
program. It is, usually, a very easy to read graph.
These new features were incorporated on Python Tutor adding a new field with a scroll
bar to select the graph type and a new button to generate the desired graph. Figure 2 shows
a diagram of the desired flow.
The source program to be visualized through the dependency graphs is inserted (typed, or
edited) at the home page of Python Tutor in order to reuse as much as possible the existing
functionalities. So the input text is sent to the back-end of Python Tutor to be compiled. If
the input program is correct and ready to be ran and animated, the front-end will receive the
execution trace. Once the input is validated, the system will open a new web page created
only to visualize the desired graphs. After the user choose the graph that he wants to see,
the input is passed through a new route to the graph generator. The graph generator will
create an image with the chosen graph and return it to the front-end. The front-end will
display the image on that new page so the user can visualize it and then remove the image
in order to avoid an overcrowding of files.
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Figure 3 System architecture.
4 Integration Architecture and Developments
The Graph Builder was developed in Python using AnTLR to generate the parser and
static analyser for the source programs. It is incorporated into Python Tutor to increase its
functionality. The user uses Python Tutor editor to write the input program and then it will
be parsed by the syntactic analyser generated by AnTLR to identify the control and data
dependencies among program elements and represent them as graphs.
This analyser built by AnTLR from the Python grammar is able to recognize Python
programs. Once the information about the input program is gathered the next step is to
generate the graphs according to that information. Initially the graphs were built in Python
with the help of some libraries like ’igraph’. In a second phase, it was used PyGraphViz to
build better quality graphs with zoom features and more appealing for users.
Figure 3 shows a diagram depicting the architecture of the developed system.
As said above, to implement the referred parser it was required to define a Python
grammar. In this case, it was used the Python grammar available on AnTLR Github.
Depending on the information needed to extract, it was required to make some minor
modifications on the original grammar. For instance, splitting one grammar rule into three
different ones in order to treat the data more specifically. After defining the grammar,
semantic actions were specified in order to collect information and generate graphs. The
semantic actions were associated to each grammar rule and were constantly adjusted during
the development of the graph builder tool. Every time some piece of input code allowed to
detect an unhandled case, semantic actions were updated (added or changed) in one or more
grammar rules. The way the information was processed had to be as accurate as possible to
faithfully build graphs that deal with a large amount of data. So, the structures had to be
constantly updated with new information.
The three graphs presented use, by definition, a level of granularity where each node
corresponds to an instruction, which can be difficult to visualize for large programs. On the
other hand, Python Tutor itself has a limit of lines of code for the input program and even
so, for larger programs, it is possible to zoom in and zoom out of the graphs.
In the next section, the final structures chosen to represent each graph will be presented
and explained as well the information they hold.
4.1 Function Call Graph
There are two types of functions that can be called in a program: functions defined by the
developer or built-in functions (i.e., functions that are available from Python libraries). A
function is recognized by an identifier (its name) followed by parenthesis or, in case of being
a function written by the programmer, by the keyword def followed by its definition. All
the function calls found in a program are gathered in a Python dictionary where the key
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Figure 4 FCG construction.
is the name of the caller (the function that calls) and the value is the callee (the function
called). In Figure 4 it can be seen how the information required to create a Function Call
Graph is stored. On the final graph the two types of functions are distinguished by color:
blue for the functions created by the user, and green for Python built-in functions.
4.2 Control Flow Graph
The data for the construction of a CFG is stored in a similar way as the one explained for the
previous graph, that is represented in a dictionary with an entry for each defined function.
As the construction of this graph is not so linear as the previous one, it is required to save
more information in the dictionary. So, instead of saving just the code statement, it also
saves the type of that statement and the block number where it appears.
Analysing each statement, one can notice that some do not affect the execution flow
and others like loop (for or while) or conditional instructions (if,elif, else) have a
strong influence on the flow. Each node of the graph can have one or more edges coming
out depending on which type of statement it represents. For example, a node of loop or
conditional type will have two edges coming out of it, one in case of the condition being
true and the other in case of being false. A loop node will also have at least one more edge
coming in from the last statement inside the loop. An else node will always be preceded by
one node of a non-simple type.
The block number represents the statement level: the first level corresponds to the main,
other levels mean that is inside a (possibly nested) block depending on a condition. The body
(group of statements that depends on one statement) of non-simple statements will always
have a bigger depth level. When the depth level changes from one statement to another, it
allows the software to recognize that it will start a new block or that one just ended.
There are other statements that affect the flow of a program like for example the reserved
words break or continue. As can be observed in Figure 6, the CFG also contains coloured
arrows in order to be more intuitive for the user to identify which path is followed if the
condition present in the node is true (green arrow) or false (red arrow). Besides the color
difference, the true path arrowhead is filled unlike the false one that is not. These kind of
features can help the user to better read the graph.
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Figure 5 CFG construction.
Figure 6 CFG Example.
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Figure 7 DFG construction.
4.3 Data Flow Graph
This sort of graph is not as linear as the previous ones because one variable depends not
only on the other variables or function results but also on loops or conditional statements.
There are also variables that only exist on a specific scope. Despite these constraints, the
information necessary to build DFG is gathered in the same way as the previous ones. In this
case, there are three types of tuples in the construction of this graph, one that represents a
change of value of a variable (variable name, block number, new value and operations that
produced the new value), one that serves to control the loops and conditionals dependencies
(depth level, statement, alternative path), and a third one to represent the case when a
variable can have multiple values depending on the execution path (all the possible variable
values).
As can be seen in Figure 7, it is fundamental to use colors for the nodes in order to get
more intuitive drawings. Therefore it is used the color green for the nodes that represent
the variables which value changed, and in red the nodes that aggregate all possible values of
that variable at a given moment. In addition to use different colors different arrow types
are also generated as can be seen in figure 6. The other nodes depict values or operations.
This graph also includes boxes surrounding sub-graphs that represent loop blocks (cycles) or
conditional blocks aiming at producing clearer and more informative drawings.
5 Python Tutor with Graph Builder
To illustrate the project final outcome, Figure 8 shows a screenshot of Python Tutor integrated
with the Graph Builder. In this case it was generated a Control Flow Graph (showed in the
right side window) for the input program written in the left side window.
In order to assess the users’ satisfaction and the usability of the Graph Builder plugin
for Python Tutor, a specific experiment with Python Programmers as testers was designed
and conducted. For that purpose, it was created a survey that contained instructions for
the testers to follow in order to provide their opinion, answering some questions about
the new features. The testers should be able to write Python functions and analyse the
resulting graphs. This survey was completed by thirty one participants. The majority
of the participants were students or ex-students of a Master’s in Informatics Engineering,
thus fulfilling the necessary requirements. These participants already have programming
knowledge; that fact allows us to get the insights of people familiarized with the world of
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Figure 8 Python Tutor with Graph Builder.
programming. The results so far obtained were very positive and increased the confidence
on this Python Tutor plugin (the Graph Builder); they also provided a good insight on its
relevance in the area of program comprehension. The survey also was helpful to identify
some minor bugs in the construction of the graphs; after being fixed, the accuracy and the
intuitiveness of the graphs were increased.
5.1 Survey Result Analysis
First, it will be presented the results related to the technical side, like the accuracy of the
tool and the complexity level of the functions used to test the feature. Then, it will be
discussed the opinion of the testers about the features offered by the new Python Tutor
plugin. These results, unlike the first ones, will be analysed separately for each graph so that
we can identify clearly those that can be more helpful for a deeper program comprehension.
5.1.1 Code Complexity
The first question of the survey was related to the complexity of the code the tester wrote.
In order to test a major diversity of programs each tester was free to chose the program to
use and this question was included to relate the correctness of the resulting graph with its
complexity. As it is observable on the pie-chart of Figure 9, the majority of the functions
written to test were of low complexity. This is not a problem for the desired assessment
because Python Tutor is directed to new programmers and, under these circumstances, the
expected inputs are of low to medium complexity. It is important to note that the complexity
of the program is subjective to whoever wrote it.
5.1.2 Graphs Correctness
The three graphics in Figure 10 allow to analyse the accuracy for each graph type.
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Figure 9 Complexity level of functions used to test the feature.
(a) FCG Accuracy. (b) CFG Accuracy. (c) DFG Accuracy.
Figure 10 Accuracy of each type of graph.
The numbers shown in Figure 10 indicate a good percentage of accuracy for each graph.
The most surprisingly result being the FCG (see 10a); it was expected to have the highest
accuracy but ended up being the one with the least. This may have happened because as
this is the simplest graph, the tests performed on this graph were not as intense as the others,
not allowing to catch as many exceptions like happened with the other graphs.
On the other hand, it was encouraging to realise how accurate was the CFG (see 10b),
and that the DFG got also a good rating (see 10c) mainly keeping in mind the amount of
dependencies necessary to show. These results were very satisfying mainly because the bugs
reported were corrected which means that this accuracy is now increased.
5.1.3 Graphs and Program Comprehension
In this subsection we will see whether graphs available can help people on comprehending a
program. The survey prepared for the experiment under discussion includes two questions
for each graph.
The first question aims at evaluating the intuitiveness of the respective graph, or in other
words, perceive whether the graphs are easy to read or not.
The second question aims at understanding if the tester thinks the graphs can help the
comprehension of the program being visualized.
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According to the graphic in Figure 11b, 87,1% of the programmers who tested the tool
think that FCG can improve a program comprehension what follows the Figure 11a where
83.8% find it intuitive. This is because it is a very simple graph providing a generic overview
of the system behavior as it only shows the functions who are called by other functions.
(a) FCG Level of Intuitiveness. (b) FCG On Program Comprehension.
Figure 11 Perceptions on FCG.
The results shown in the pie graphics of Figure 12 reinforce the preconceived idea that
the CFG will be the strength of the new feature. These positive results boost the confidence
that this graph can really be helpful on program comprehension.
(a) CFG Level of Intuitiveness. (b) CFG On Program Comprehension.
Figure 12 Perceptions on CFG.
As expected, DFG was considered the least intuitive graph (see Figure 13a for details). As
shown in Figure 13b, although the lack of intuitiveness of this graph, a considerable amount
of people still thinks that it can help on the comprehension of a program, which means that
working out on the improvement of this component is a priority in the near future.
At the end, these results were very positive and increased the confidence on this Python
Tutor plugin (Graph Builder) and how it can aid on program comprehension. This survey
let us identify some minor bugs made along the construction of the graphs that after being
fixed increased their accuracy and intuitiveness.
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(a) DFG Level of Intuitiveness. (b) DFG On Program Comprehension.
Figure 13 Perceptions on DFG.
6 Conclusion
Control Flow Graph (CFG), Data Flow Graph (DFG) and Function Call Graph (FCG) are
examples of formal instruments that help to visualize statically some program perspectives
that depict the program behavior. Those instruments are considered important for professional
programmers to better comprehend the software systems they have to deal with. Taking this
statement as proved in area of Program Comprehension, we argued in this paper that they
can also be valuable artifacts to help beginner programmers to learn that topic. Moreover, if
we can combine the visualization of the referred graphs with program animation tools, we
believe that we can motivate and engaged students.
In this context, the paper reported a project aiming at building a tool that transforms
a function into its corresponding control and data flow graphs and to integrate it with the
program animator tool Python Tutor. At the end, it was proven that the usage of program
animation features complemented with dependency graphs visualization tools is feasible and
facilitates the comprehension of programs.
The ambition was to make this tool a general one that could help all computer program-
mers, not only beginners having to learn problem solving and deep their knowledge on a
specific programming language, but also professionals carrying out their software maintenance
tasks. Even recognizing that scaling up this feature to cope with large, real size, programs is
not so effective – because the corresponding graphs are big and confusing, and they require
more resources than those provided Python Tutor – we think that the experience succeeded
as a support to programming courses since it is covered the statements common to the most
used imperative languages.
The process of building this tool encountered obviously some obstacles. The biggest
difficulty faced was related to the Python Grammar used that does not cover all the real
program situations causing many compiling exceptions that frequently arose. Other challenge
was the integration with Python Tutor as this platform resorted to some outdated libraries.
However, all these troubles have been overcome ending up with a functional tool to help
understanding the algorithm and data structures implemented by small programs that
students have to study following an easy, attractive and fast learning process.
The design and conduction of new and more complete experiments involving a larger
number of students with different ages and in different programming courses, is the most
urgent task that needs to be performed to complete the project. It is important to show that
it is an effective way to help programming students. The developed tool (Graph-Builder) is
available at https://graph-builder.di.uminho.pt/visualize.html
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As future work, the first proposal is to implement the same control-flow and data-flow
graphs for the other languages presented in the Python Tutor like Java and C. It is expected
to be easier to implement it now as the new languages will only need the construction of a
grammar for each language as the graph generator can be reused and the integration with
Python Tutor would only need a few adaptations. The other direction for the future of this
Python Tutor add-on is to improve the aspect of the DFG as the testers inquired said that it
is not very intuitive and easy to comprehend.
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